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ABSTRACT

The success of simple constituent quark models in single-
hadron physics and their failure in nultiquark physics is
discussed, emphasizing the relation between meson and
baryon spectra, hidden color and the color matrix,
breakup decay modes, coupled channels, and hadron-hadron
interactions via flipping and tunneling of flux tubes.
Model-independent predictions for possible multiquark
bound states are considered, with new evidence for
stability of bound states contatining two heavy quarks.

1. INTRODUCTION

Results in remarkable agreement with with experimental hadron

spectroscopy have been obtained from simple constituent quark models

using effective two-body interactions with oroperties motivated by

QCD although not rigorously derived,1>2»3' Mesons and baryons are

made of the same quarks with an effective two-body interaction V

satisfying the relation4*^:

<q(x1)q(x2);3*|v|q(x1)q(x2);3*> (l/2)<q(x1)q(x2);l|v|q(x1)q(x2);l>

(1.1)

where |q(xj)q(x2);3*> and |q(x^)q(x2);1> denote respectively quark-

quark and quark-antiquark states with the color antitriplet (3*) and

color singlet (1) couplings at the points x^ and xj. But this

approach has not been successfully extended to raultiquark
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configurations, where confinement oc the color field no longer

requires confinement of the system and different properties arise In

different domains.

Multihadron states at large distances have color flux confined

within hadrons and no color field nor lone: range interactions

between them. At Intermediate distances interactions between

separated hadrons can occur when flux tubes flip from one

configuration to another. \t short distances there are many ways of

connecting the constituents with flux tubes and no obvious optimum

configuration. So far there is no tractable model with all the

proper characteristics in these three domains and which matches

smoothly between them. The problem resembles nuclear reactions

which go via a "compound nucleus" intermediate state, but with the

additional complications of the color degree of freedom, confinement

and flux tubes.

Some of these difficulties would be avoided in a strongly bound

multiquark state where only the small distance behaviour is

relevant. The experimental discovery of such a strongly bound state

would provide valuable information about how QCD works in multiquark

systems. So far none have been found, and theoretical guidance

directing searches for promising candidates is of great interest.

In this paper we first examine the basic physics underlying

the difficulties of multiquark spectroscopy. We then present a few

examples of nearly model-independent theoretical predictions for

relevant short distance properties and possible bound states and

suggest experimental tests of basic features of multiquark

systems.

2. THE BASIC PHYSICS THAT CONFUSES MOLTIQOARK SPECTR0SOC0PY

2.1 Basic Veatures of Single Hadron Dynamics

Tn the quark-antlquark and three-quark systems the coupling of

the colors of the constituents to a color singlet is unique, and the

color degree of freedom factorizes out to leave a single

Schroedinger equation in the space, spin and flavor variables.

Potential models which replace the interactions via the color field

by static confining potentials have recently been justified by QCT)

arguments and lattice gauge calculations for heavy quarkoniura

states. The relation (l.l) for additive two-body interactions in

baryons is easily derived by noting that the color field and the

interaction obtained from lattice gauge calculations In a color-



singlet baryon become the same as the quark-antiquark configuration

In mesons whenever two of the three quarks In the baryon are at the

same point. ' Thus for any additive two-body interaction in three-

quark states,

- 2<q(x1)q(x2);3*|v|q(x1)q(x2);3*>

(2.1)

+ <q{x2)q(x2);3*|v|q(x2)a(x2);3*>

- <q(x1)q(x2);l|v|q(x1)q(x2);l> + C

where |q(xj)q(x2)q(x3);l> denotes the color-slnglet state of three

quarks at the points Xj, X2 and x-j, and

C - <q(x2)q(x2);3*{v|q(x2)q(x2);3*> (2.2)

denotes the energy required to place two quarks at the sane point.

However, no QCD argument yet shows that baryons can be

described by an effective potential with only two-body forcas, nor

justifies a potential model for hadrons composed of light quarks.

The commonly used "color-exchange" force with the color dependence

of one-gluon exchange in all channels satisfies the relation (1.1).

V - F1.F2V12 (2.3)

where F^ and F2 denote the color SU(3) generators for particles 1

and 2 which may b» either quarks or antiquarks. The two-body

interaction Vj 2 has the spin dependence of one-gluon exchange, but a

very different spatial dependence is obtained from lattice gauge

calculations or phenomenological fits to hadron spectra. Thus any

justification from QCT) for the use of additive two-body effective

interactions with realistic radial dependence in hadrort spectroscopy

must include: appreciable multigluon contributions and explain why

they do not give appreciable three-body forces.



2.2 The Mew Physics in Multiquark States

Many new effects not present in the meson and baryon

configurations arise In multiquark configurations.

2.2.1 "Hidden-Color" and the Color Matrix. Multiquark systems

contain pairs which are neither in color singlet nor color anti-

triplet states. The Interactions in such hidden color states are

not defined by eq. (I.I) and completely unknown, with no theoretical

basis nor experimental information available. The color dependence

no longer factor!zes, since the colors of the constituents can be

coupled In different ways to form an overall color singlet, and the

Schroedinger equation is a nontrivial matrix equation in color space.

The color exchange force (2.3) successfully predicts the

experimentally observed gross features of the hadron spectrum like

saturation, with no very strongly hound multiquark states and no

strong long-range forces between color singlet hadrons. ' This

force is repulsive in the hidden color channels and exactly cancels

other attractive two-body forces between two separated color singlet

clusters to make hadrons behave like "neutral atoms". However,

there are no lattice gauge calculations deriving these repulsive

two-body forces in hidden color states nor any experimental evidence

for them. Furthermore, this force falls to predict finer details of

the multiquark spectrum and predicts unobserved Van der Waals forces

between hadrons. '

Arguments based on gauge invariance suggest that quark degrees

of freedom with effective interactions may be insufficient for

treating the dynamics of hidden color clusters and that other

degrees of freedom may be needed to describe the motion and dynamics

of the flux tubes. ' The overall color of a multiquark wave

function composed of two spatially separated hidden color clusters

can be changed by a gauge transformation. Thus there is no gauge

invariant way to define such a state to be an overall color

singlet. A. gauge Invariant description must consider the flux tubes

linking the two hidden color clusters and apply the gauge

transformation to the color fields in the flux tubes as well as to

the color quantum numbers of the quarks.

2.2.2 Breakup Decay Modes and Coupled Channels. A multtquar-c system

is not confined and can break up into separated color singlet

clusters. Multiquark dynamics involve coupled channels with the

size of the S matrix determined by the number of ways in which



asymptotic states can be defined as two color singlet clusters.

In contrast to slngle-hadron spectroscopy, where all decay

channels involve creating additional quark-antiquark pairs,

multiquark systems cannot be treated in a consistent approximation

which neglects the coupling to decay channels. The continuum wave

functions describing breakup channels have the saite number of

particles as the bound states and cannot simply be disregarded like

states with additional pairs. The coupling to the continuum can

radically affect the properties of any bound states, and many

multiquark configurations have no bound states at all. Completely

spurious bound states can arise in treatments which arbitrarily

disregard the coupling to the continuum and introduce ad hoc

confinement mechanisms.

2.2.3 Motion of Flux Tubes — Flipping and Tunneling. The Coulomb

fields of the electron and proton of a hydrogen atom spread out

through all space, cancel exactly only when the proton and electron

are exactly at the same point and give rise to long range power-law

Van der Waals forces. The QCD color field is confined to flux tubes

within hadrons and gives no long range interactions between

hadrons. Forces between hadrons arise in QCD from the motion or

flipping of flux tubes from one configuration to another through a

domain of energetically less favorable configurations. This motion

is a tunneling process which gives an interaction decreasing

exponentially with the distance between color singlet hadrons.

Any model with additive two-body interactions like (2.3)

between hadron constituents gives power-law forces between separated

hadrons, rather than exponentially decreasing forces, if it has

confining forces within hadrons.

Flux-tube physics can be introduced to give confining forces within
7 81

clusters and no forces between clusters. * J This requires defining

how to draw flux tubes in the physically interesting domain where

the distance between hadrons is comparable to the hadron size.

Placing the flux tubes in the spatial configuration which has

minimum energy for a given spatial configuration of the quarks

implies instantaneous flipping of flux tubes each time the quarks

move through a configuration where two flux tube configurations

become degenerate.

At very sl.irt range, one can imagine motion of the multiquark

system in some kind of mean color field or bag which does not change

violently as the quarks move. How to connect the well defined



asymptotic states at large distances with a bag picture at short

distances is not known. Uncertainties in what happens at

intermediate range where Clipping and tunneling occur have not been

resolved, neither by theoretical derivations nor by experimental

tests of phenoraenological models.

2.2.4 The Relation Between the Color and Coupled-Channel-S

Matrices. The two-quark-two-antiquark system is described by a two-

component wave function in color space corresponding to the two

independent couplings of the four particles to a color singlet, and

the effective Hamiltonian is 2x2 matrix in color space. When there

are three colors, the S matrix is also a 2x2 matrix, since there are

two ways of choosing two quark-antiquark pairs and coupling each to

a color singlet. A nonorthogonal but linearly independent basis can

then be chosen in color space where the two basic states have the

color quantum numbers corresponding to the two asymptotic states of

the S matrix. This formulation evades the coupled-channel problem

by using the same two-component wave function at both large and

small distances, but other difficulties arise, like the presence of

spurious Van-der-Waals forces. Essential physics may be obscured by

the accidental same size of the color and S matrices.

This accident does not occur when there are only two colors and

a color singlet baryon is made of two quarks. A baryon-antlbaryon

channel now exists in addition to the two meson-meson channels. The

S-matrix is 3x3, but the wave function in color space still has only

two components. A. similar and more complicated situation arises in

the six-quark system, where there are ten independent baryon-baryon

asymptotic states and the S matrix is a 10x10 matrix, but the wave

function in color space has only five components. Here the physics

resembles that of nuclear reactions, where a "compound nucleus"

basis of states is used when all the particles are within a small

volume, a basis of asymptotic states describes the breakup channels

and there is no simple relation between the two bases. The P-matrix

formalism of Jaffe and Low follows the nuclear example.

Despite numerous attempts to include flux-tube dynamics, no

treatment has yet made contact with either experimental data or

rigorous theory.



3. THE SEARCH FOR MULTIQUARK BOUND STATES USING KNOMD HADRON PHYSICS

The experimental discovery of a convincing candidate for a

multiquark bound state would be a significant breakthrough for our

understanding of multiquark spectroscopy and of how QCD operates in

mutiquark systems. So far no such states have been found, although

the 5 and S* mesons are possible candidates10*11' with insufficient

experimental evidence either for or against. Theoretical predictions

suggesting experimental searches for multiquark bound states are

therefore of particular interest.

We now consider attempts to construct "nearly model-

independent" bound multiquark wave functions whose properties can be

reasonably well predicted from conventional hadron spectroscopy;

e.g. wave functions whose two-body density Matrices for pairs having

definite quantum numbers are the same as in ordinary mesons and

baryons. The energies of such wave functions can be estimated from

known hadron energies. If a variational trial wave function of this

type has an energy below all breakup thresholds then a bound state

must exist, and there are reasonable grounds for an experimental

search. '

3.1 Avoiding the Hidden Color Problem

Since the color electric interaction in hidden-color

configurations is completely unknown, reliable estimates of

multiquark binding are possible only when these hidden color

contributions can be neglected. We consider several cases using the

following two approaches:

3.1.1. Hyperfine binding. The observation that hyperfine (color

magnetic) energies are much larger than binding energies of

multihadron states suggests that the energy difference between bound

states and breakup channels in multiquark systems is dominated by

the hyperfine interaction. This hyperfine dominance is expressed

quantitatively by noting that the N-4 mass difference M(4)-M(N)

is much larger than the deuteron binding energy M(n) + M(p) - M(d),

M(A)-M(N) » M(n) + M(p) - M(d) (3.1)

We can therefore simplify the calculation of multiquark binding by

neglecting all color electric contributions.



3.1.2. Heavy Quark Binding. Hidden color interactions may also be

negligible in systems like two heavy antiquarks and two light

quarks. If the relative motion of the two heavy antiquarks can be

separated from the motion of the two light quarks relative to the

heavy antidiquark, the four-body problem is then broken up into a

two-body problem and a three-body problem with only color triplet

and antitriplet two-body couplings.

3.2. Systems Dominated by the Hyperfine Interaction

3.2.1 Meson "Alpha-Particle" Configurations. Consider the system of

two quarks and two antiquarks in a spatially symmetric s-wave state

with a radial wave function such that each pair has the relative

radial dependence of a corresponding meson wave function. The

energy of such a state is calculated using the one-gluon-exchange

hyperfine interaction, determining all strength parameters and wave

function matrix elements from experimental meson masses and then

coupling the color and spins to minimize the energy. Such "alpha-

particle" meson wave functions have been shown not to give bound

multiquark states. Their hyperfine energy is lower than that of two

separated mesons, but the energy gain is not sufficient to overcome

the additional kinetic energy required to keep the four-particle

system in a small volume. '

3.2.2 Baryon "Alpha-Particle" Configurations. Consider the system

of twelve nonstrange quarks in a spatially symmetric s-wave state

with a radial wave function such that each pair has the relative

radial dependence of a quark pair in the nucleon wave function.

This configuration has the spin, Isospin and baryon number quantum

numbers of an alpha particle, but does not describe the physical

alpha particle. This "closed-shell" configuration has each of the

four flavor and spin states filled by a triplet of quarks required

by the Paul! principle to be in the antisymmetric color singlet

state. The wave function is therefore built from four three-quark

color singlet states, each with identical flavors and parallel

spins; i.e. from four A's, and has a high hyperfine energy, of the

order of four times the N-A splitting. This high energy results

from a combination of the Pauli principle and the hyperfine

Interaction and could be the origin of the repulsive core in the

nucleon-nucleon force. Neither of these two effects alone would

prevent bringing four nucleons or twelve nonstrange quarks



together. But the Paul! principle allows bringing them together

only in a color-spin configuration which has a very high energy,

much higher than that of four separated nucleons.

3.2.3 Meson "Deuteron-like" Configurations. Meson-meson states can

be loosely bound by short—range interactions barely strong enough to

bind a single state and have wave functions with tails going beyond

the range of the potential like simple models of the deuteron.

Qualitative predictions for such states can be made by assuming a

short-range hyperfine interaction inversely proportional to the

products nf the relevant quark masses, but with unknown strength.

These indicate that the 5 and S mesons might indeed be KR bound

states.

3.2.4 Dibaryons and the H Dibaryon. One of the most promising

candidates for a bound raultiquark state is the H dibaryon predicted

by Jaffe with strangeness —2 and spin zero. The recent suggestion

connecting the H with Cygnus X3 events*' requires it to be stable

against the first-order-weak A-nucleon decay.

M(H) < M(A) + M(H). (3.2)

Thus

M(N) + M(H) - M(H) > M(H) - M( A) > M( IT) , (3.3)

and the mass of the H is below the threshold for pion production by

stopped H's in the reaction

» + N + H + IT. (3.4)

This has good news and bad news for experimental searches.

The good news is that the pion produced in the reaction (3.4)

pion provides a distinctive signature against a very low

background. For stopped ~*s or a low momentum £ beam below the

conventional pion production threshold no other open channel can

give prompt pion production. These pions can be distinguished by

precise timing from 3-decay pions of the same energy which are

emitted later. The positive pion produced in the reaction (3.4) by

a 3-zero beam on protons gives an unambiguous signature since
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positive pions are not produced in 3 decays.

Theoretical calculations also predict higher dibaryon states

in an octet of SU(3) flavor including an 1*1, S*-2 S-nucleo.i

resonance which can decay into H-ir. This resonance could enhance

the cross section for the reaction (3.4).

The bad news is tha»: the inequality (3.2) increases the energy

release and therefore reduces the cross section in the reaction

suggested for producing the H in deuterium1 '

5 + d + H + n. (3.5)

In this reaction the momentum of the final neutron is generally

believed to come from its Fermi momentum in the wave function of the

initial deuteron state. The cross section is therefore suppressed

for high values of the neutron momentum by a deuteron form factor at

the nucleon (not quark) level.

Mo convincing theoretical argument places the mass of the H

either above or below the N-A threshold. Searches for this particle

have so far been inconclusive and the question is still open.

Experiments including both a pion detector sensitive to the reaction

(3.4) and a neutron detector sensitive to the reaction (3.5) can

detect the H over a wide mass range.

3.3 Heavy Diquarfc Meson Configurations.

In systems containing heavy quarks the hyperfine interaction is

much lower and no longer dominates completely over the color

electric interaction. The higher mass particles are allowed by the

uncertainty principle to come much closer together than light quark

pairs, and therefore to be much deeper in the coulomb-like potential

at short distances. In such systems the color-electric force also

becomes important in binding.

The first states where color-electric binding may be important

are configurations with two light quarks and two heavy antiquarks;

e.g. (u-d-c-c). Because the two heavy particles both have the same

baryon number, either both quarks or both antiquarks, the allowed

breakup channels have the two in separated mesons. Thus the

additional binding produced by the possibility of having them very

close together increases stability against breakup.

The masses of such states can be estimated from the masses of
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known hadrons if Che two antiquarks are very close together compared

with the size of the radial motion of the light quarks. The hidden

color problem is then avoided by considering a trial wave function

in which the two antiquarks are coupled to a color triplet with a a

sufficiently small size so that its structure can be neglected in

determining the motion of the light quarks. The color field seen by

the two light quarks is then like that seen by the two light quarks

in a charmed baryon.

-The effective Hamiltonian for this system, denoted by X c is

H(XC) = T(cc)+V(cc)+T(u)+T(d)+V(ud)+V(u-cc)+V(d-cc)+2m(c)+m(u)+m(d),

(3.6)

where T(cc) and V(cc) denote the kinetic and potential energies of

the relative motion of the heavy antiquark pair, T(u) and T(d)

denote the kinetic energies of the motion of the u and d quarks

relative to the heavy antiquark pair, V(ud), V(u-cc) and V(d-cc)

denote the two body interactions in the three-body system of the u-

quark, d-quark and heavy antidiquark and m(i) denotes the mass of a

quark of flavor i.

To compare the mass of this four-body system with the masses of

the J/Y and the A,,, we use equation (1.1) to relate the quark-quark

potential in (3.6) to the quark-antiquark potential in the J/f, note

that the kinetic energy operator T(cc) is the same for quark-quark

and quark-antlquark pairs, and assume that the dynamics of the light

quark motion relative to the heavy color-triplet diquark or charmed

quark, including kinetic and potential energies, are the same in the

four-body system and the Ac. Then

H(XC) = H(AC) + (1/2) HCJ/f) + (l/2)T(cc), <3.7a)

where

H(J/¥) = T(cc) + 2V(cc) + 2m(c) (3.7b)

and

H(A.) = T(u)+T(d)+V(ud)+V(u-cc)+V(d-cc)+m(c)+m(u)+ra(d) (3.7c)

are the effective Hamiltonians for the J/> and Ac.

We now obtain an upper bound on the lowest state of the four-
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body system by evaluating the expectation value of the Haralltonian

(3.7) with a wave function having the relative motion of the two

heavy antiquarks like that of the J/¥ and the relative motion of the

two light quarks relative to the heavy diquark like that of the

light quarks in the Ac.

M(XC) < <H(XC)> = M(Ac)-!<*/<2)M(J/¥) +(l/2)<T<cc»

(3.8)

= 3830 + (1/2) <T(cc)> MeV

The state X c is an axial-vector 1
+ meson, since spin one is

required by Fermi statistics for the s-wave color-triplet

antidiquark pair, and the two light quarks are In a spin-zero,

isospin zero state like the A.. Its lowest allowed decay channel is

D H and it will be stable against decay by strong interactions if

M(XC) - M(D) - M(D*) < 0 . (3.9a)

But from eq. (3.7) ;

M(XC)-M(D)-M(D*) < M(AC)-M(D)-M(D*) + (1/2)M(J/T) + (l/2)<T(cc)>

(3.9b)

= - 50 + (1/2) <T(cc)> MeV.

The stability of the Xc is seen to depend upon the balance between

the kinetic energy term in (3.9b) and the possible lowering of mass

by using a better wave function.

The same estimate for the analogous state with bottom quarks,

Xb is

M(Xb)-M(B)-M(B*) < M( Ab)-M(3)-M(B*) + (1/2) M(T) + (1/2) <T(bb)>

(3.10)

The stability thus increases with quark mass. The dominant

contribution sensitive to heavy quark mass tn aqs. (3.9) and (3.10)

is the binding energy of the heavy quarkonium meson, which increases

with increasing quark aiass. The dynamics of the heavy baryon and

the decay mesons which each contain only one heavy quark are almost
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entirely determined by the light quark masses and essentially

Independent of quark mass.

The estimate (3.10) for the state X b is slightly more

complicated because the masses of the Ajj and B are not ''.nown.

However, from the same argument that wave functions of states with

one heavy quark are not apt to be sensitive to the heavy quark mass

we can estimate M( Aj,) by the relation

MCAj^-MCA,,) - (3/4)M(B*)+(l/4)M(B)-(3/4)M(D*)-(l/4)M(D), (3.11)

where the right hand side has been chosen to cancel the contribution

of the hyperfine interaction. Then

- M(B) - M(B*) - M(AC) - M(B) - M(D*) + x (3.12a)

where

{M(D*) - M(D) - M(B*) + M(B)} (3.12b;

is a small correction term equal to one quarter of the difference

between the hyperfine splittings in the D and 3 systems. Then

M(Xb)-M(B)-M(B*) < M(AC)-M(B)-M(D*) + (1/2) M(T) + (1/2) <T(bb)> + x

= - 270 + (1/2) <T(bb)> + x MeV (3.13)

A rough quantitative estimate of the kinetic energy term is

obtained from the Qui^g-Rosner logarithmic potential used for

charmonium and bottomonium. -* The vlrial theorem then gives,

independent of the quark mass,

(l/2XT(cc)> = (l/2)<T(bb)> = (1/4) <rdVQR/dr> = 182 MeV (3.14)

where V Q ^ denotes the Quigg-Rosner potential. Substituting this

result into 3q. (3.12) and noting that a generous upper bound of

35 MeV is obtained obtained for x by setting M(B*) = M(B), we

already conclude that the Xb is stable. But with this potential a

better wave function is obtainable by changing the scale of the
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quarkonium wave function to the scale appropriate to the smaller

quark-quark potential. This gains an energy of 182(1 - Iog2) =»

55 MeV. This does not lower the mass of the X c sufficiently to

guarantee stability, but the result is sufficiently close for such

an approximate treatment to suggest that the X c may indeed be

stable.

The difference between Eqs. (3.9b) and (3.13) is just the

difference between (l/2)M(J/¥)-M(D) and (1/2)M(T)-M(B). This is

just the mass difference which determines the threshold for the

decay of a heavy quarkonium state Into two pseudoscalar mesons. As

the heavy quarkonium state becomes more stable and there are more

bound states, so does the X Q four-quark state become more stable

against decay into two pseudoscalar mesons.
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